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Abstract


Patterns of development of ToM-emotion abilities in intellectually disabled (ID) children and typically


developing (TD) children matched on their developmental age were investigated. The links between cognition,


language, social understanding and ToM-emotion abilities were examined. EDEI-R (Perron-Borelli, M.


(1996). Echelles Différentielles d’Efficiences Intellectuelles. Forme Révisée (EDEI-R). Paris: Editions et


Applications Psychologiques) was used to match participants and to assess social understanding. ECOSSE


(Lecocq, P. (1996). L’E.CO.S.SE. Une épreuve de compréhension syntaxico-sémantique. Paris: Presses


Universitaires du Septentrion) assessed the level of syntactic and semantic comprehension of French speaking,


to ensure a good comprehension of the questions in ToM-emotion tasks. Adapted tasks of the understanding of


causes and consequences of emotions (Quintal, G. (2001). La compréhension des émotions chez les enfants


d’âge préscolaire dans le cadre d’une théorie de l’esprit. Un-published master’s thesis, University of Montreal,


Québec) assessed ToM-emotion abilities (Nader-Grosbois, N., Thirion-Marissiaux, A.-F., & Grosbois, M.


(2003). Adapted tests for assessment of the Theory of Mind of causes and consequences of emotions


(unpublished documents). Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium). Similarities in the development of ToM-emotion


abilities and social understanding were found, respectively, in both groups (delay hypothesis in ID partici-


pants). Some differences between groups were observed in the links between social understanding and ToM-


emotion abilities. Significant correlations between developmental characteristics (verbal and non-verbal


cognition) and ToM-emotion abilities were obtained for both groups. Verbal cognition explained an important


part of the variance of ToM results (understanding of causes and consequences of emotions). The impact of


chronological age on ToM-emotion abilities was also examined and is discussed.
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In the psychology of development, the Theory of Mind (ToM) described the development of


the understanding of nine mental states (Flavell, 1999) including, notably, the mental state of


‘‘emotion’’. The ToM helps to explain the development of ‘‘social cognition’’. To assign a mental


state to other people and to understand that this mental state may influence others’ behaviour are


two essential abilities to develop a ToM (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985; Premack &


Woodruff, 1978). Thus, in order to examine the ToM-emotion abilities, it is important to


distinguish the ability of understanding the causes of emotions and the ability of understanding


the consequences of emotions. Quintal (2001) and Gouin-Décarie, Quintal, Ricard, Deneault,


and Morin (2005) studied the understanding of causes and consequences of four primary


emotions (joy, sadness, anger and fear) in typically developing (TD) preschoolers. Their results


showed that the causes of joy and sadness are understood before their consequences and that the


consequences of anger are better understood than those of three other emotions. According to


Denham (1998), this last specific ability in TD preschoolers enabled an appropriate social


adjustment towards negative emotions displayed by peers.


The first question in our study was: ‘‘how do intellectually disabled (ID) children and


adolescents understand causes and consequences of emotions?’’ The ToM-emotion abilities of


ID children were compared with those of TD children matched on their global developmental age


(GDA). Do we observe similar structural patterns in both groups? In each group, were there


specific strengths or difficulties in understanding of four emotions (joy, sadness, fear and anger),


in understanding of causes and consequences of these emotions? Were these strengths or


difficulties similar between the two groups (ID and TD children)?


Our interest in the development of ToM in atypical populations was founded on the two


diagnosis criteria of intellectual disability (ID) (AAMR, Luckasson et al., 2002): the presence of


ID and of deficits in social adjustment. Moreover, in special intervention, there was also the


attempt to support learning in social adjustment. An incorrect understanding of others’ emotions


and of their causes and consequences could lead to poor social adjustment, but, the reversal


proposition was also possible. ToM was situated between both cognitive and social development,


two deficient areas in ID people. Furthermore, research about ToM in atypical populations has


generally focused on people with autism and considered the ID group as a comparison group


(Adrien, Rossignol, Barthélémy, Jose, & Sauvage, 1995; Baron-Cohen, 1999; Blijd-Hoogewijs,


van Geert, & Minderaa, 2004), rather than examining more directly ToM children and


adolescents with ID (Wishart, Cebula, Willis, & Pitcairn, 2007).


Another original aspect of this study may be expressed by other questions: what are the links


between the ToM-emotion abilities and the social understanding in ID children and adolescents,


in comparison with TD children (matched on their GDA)? Do we observe similar structural


patterns in the two groups? Is there similar social understanding in ID and TD children when they


present similar level in ToM-emotion abilities? Rojahn, Esbensen, and Hoch (2006) assessed the


potential impact of the social adjustment – estimated by reported measures – on the ToM-


emotion ability in ID adults and found no link between the understanding of causes of emotions


and their social adjustment. Deneault, Morin, Quintal, Ricard, and Gouin Décarie (2004)


questioned the direction of the link: is an appropriate social adjustment required to succeed on


ToM-emotion tasks or is it the opposite? These authors bemoaned the fact that the majority of


studies (in TD populations) concerned mental state ‘‘belief’’ to the detriment of ‘‘emotion’’.


Studies on social adjustment (Charman & Campbell, 2002; Jervis & Baker, 2004) focused on the


understanding of belief whereas this epistemic mental state is not linked directly with abilities in


social adjustment, contrary to the emotions (Williams, Wishart, Pitcairn, & Willis, 2005). To


develop a social adjusted behaviour, the individuals (TD and ID) must recognize, feel,
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demonstrate and control diverse emotions (Barisnikov, Van Der Linden, & Detraux, 2002). These


postulates justify an interest to examine – in the replication and extension of studies mentioned


above – the links between the understanding of emotions (causes and consequences) and the


social understanding in ID children and adolescents in comparison with TD children.


Most of the studies about atypical populations focused on the ability to recognize facial


emotional expressions (FEE) that corresponds to a ‘‘prerequisite’’ for the ToM-emotion abilities


(Adams & Markham, 1991; Williams et al., 2005; Wishart et al., 2007). Beyond recognition of


FEE, Garitte (2003) used a ToM-emotion task in introducing some information about context: the


ID children (matched with TD children on their chronological age (CA) and on their mental age


(MA)) inferred the protagonist’s emotional state from the contextual information. This kind of


task is quite similar to those proposed by other authors (Baron-Cohen, 1991, toward children with


autism; Rojahn et al., 2006, toward ID adults; Quintal, 2001; Pons, Lawson, Harris, & de Rosnay,


2003, toward TD children) in order to assess the understanding of causes of emotions. The


Garitte’s study (2003) on atypical population pointed the greater CA in ID participants than in TD


children matched on MA. This author emphasized that the MA (cognitive development), more


than the CA (life span) helps the ID participants to recognize FEE and to infer emotional states to


others (ToM task). Adams and Markham (1991) and Garitte (2003) confirmed the delay


hypothesis. Let us remember that it is important to consider the hypotheses of developmental


‘‘delay’’ and ‘‘difference’’ in ID persons, compared to TD children (Weisz, Yeates, & Zigler,


1982). The ‘‘delay’’ hypothesis says that ID individuals follow similar patterns of development as


TD individuals, even if they acquire skills more slowly and fail to fully develop. The


‘‘difference’’ hypothesis suggests that ID individuals present different patterns of development as


compared to TD individuals and that their abilities are organized differently. To fully understand


the patterns of development in ToM in people with ID, it is necessary to verify which hypothesis


explains the most appropriately their specificities of development. Therefore, in the current study,


we question the respective impact of GDA (developmental characteristics: verbal and non-verbal


cognition) and of CA (life span) on ToM-emotion abilities.


1. Method


1.1. Participants


Participants were 42 intellectually disabled (ID) children and adolescents (21 males, 21


females) and 45 typically developing (TD) children (22 males, 23 females). The mean CA in ID


group (M = 11.3 years, S.D. = 2.9) was significantly higher than this in TD group (M = 4.1 years,


S.D. = .8), U = .0, p < .001. The two groups were matched on their GDA (equivalent to MA).
The mean GDA did not differ between the ID group (M = 4.7 years, S.D. = 1.1) and the TD group


(M = 4.6 years, S.D. = 1.3), U = 912.5, ns. Aetiologies of intellectual disability were diverse:


genetic aetiology in 18 participants (14 with Down syndrome, 3 with fragile X syndrome, 1 with


Turner syndrome), non-genetic aetiology in 24 participants (perinatal anoxia, metabolic disease


or unknown etiology). Participants were recruited mainly from Belgian French-speaking schools


(majority of ID participants were in special schools, one child was in ordinary school). Teachers


identified children and adolescents who met the study inclusion criteria: (1) elementary


comprehension and production of French speaking; (2) no bilingual children; (3) absence of


autistic disorder in ID participants, confirmed by psychologists in Psycho Medico Social Centres.


Information letters and consent form for the child’s participation and videotape record were then
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sent to these children’s parents. Three participants were recruited from the Belgian association of


parents of children with fragile X syndrome.


Relevant socio-demographic measures were considered: the mothers’ level of instruction


was significantly higher in TD group (M = 5.9, S.D. = 1.1) than in the ID group (M = 4.7,


S.D. = 1.4), U = 268.5, p < .001. No significant difference appeared in the number of children
living in the families of the ID group (M = 3.1, S.D. = 1.4) and of TD group (M = 2.5,


S.D. = 1.1), U = 447.5, ns.


1.2. Instruments


1.2.1. Parental socio-demographic questionnaire


Participants’ mothers and fathers completed questions about her/his level of instruction on a


scale from 1 (elementary school none achieved) to 7 (university degree) and about the number of


children living in his/her family (not only siblings, also other children living at the home).


1.2.2. Differential scales of intellectual efficiency—revised edition (EDEI-R, Perron-Borelli,


1996)


They were used in order to match the participants on their GDA. These scales were elaborated


for atypical populations, their applicability to ID participants was confirmed (Tourrette, 2006).


They allow distinguishing the verbal developmental age (VDA) and the non-verbal


developmental age (NVDA). The VDA was calculated by means of the scores obtained on


five scales: vocabulary as pictures denomination, vocabulary as word definition, knowledge,


social understanding and conceptualization. The NVDA was calculated by means of the scores


obtained on four scales: classification of couples of pictures, classification of three pictures,


categorial analysis and practical adaptation. Furthermore, the verbal scale of social


understanding provided an indirect measure of social adjustment that corresponds to the


understanding and the knowledge of social reality, of rules in social context and in inter-personal


relationships. Accordingly, a developmental age in this domain was also established separately.


1.2.3. Test of syntactical and semantics comprehension (ECOSSE, Lecocq, 1996)


The French version of the Test for Reception of Grammar (TROG, Bishop, 1983) assessed the


participants’ linguistic comprehension. The score obtained on 92 items is transformed in


percentage of success.


1.2.4. ToM-emotion tasks (Nader-Grosbois, Thirion-Marissiaux, & Grosbois, 2003)


Two tasks were adapted from those proposed by Quintal (2001) in order to meet European


cultural context and CA of both groups (TD children and ID children and adolescents). Before the


two ToM-emotion tasks, a task of facial emotional expression (FEE) recognition was presented.


This preliminary task concerned four basic emotions (joy, sadness, anger and fear). Correct


recognition was a necessary condition in order to propose ToM-emotion tasks.


(1) Causes of emotions task. This task included four similar beginnings of scripts (‘‘three friends


go on a picnic in the forest’’ illustrated by two pictures). The end of each script (a third


picture) varied in order to elicit an appropriate response according to emotional coloration in


the script: joy (friends eat picnic); sadness (picnic cancelled because of rain); fear


(threatening dog is approaching the picnic); anger (picnic is ruined by two friends). For each


script, firstly, the experimenter told the script (the faces of the protagonists were left blank)
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and secondly, the participant was asked to make an emotion attribution to the main


protagonist by pointing to the most appropriate of the four FEE. The response to each


emotional script was scored between 0 and 1.5 point according to the participant’s


justification (0 = false FEE, non-justified or incoherent justification; 0.5 = false FEE,


coherent justification; 1 = correct FEE, non-justified or incoherent justification; 1.5 = correct


FEE, coherent justification). The maximal score was 6 points in this task.


(2) Consequences of emotions task. This task included four different scripts of two pictures


each including: joy (to get a gift); sadness (pet’s death); fear (to imagine monsters in


bedroom at night) and anger (conflict between friends). For each script, the experimenter


first described the beginning of the script (two pictures) and secondly, the participant was


asked to infer the protagonist’s behaviour and to finish the script, in choosing one of three


pictures. These included social adjusted behaviour or social maladjusted behaviour or


neutral behaviour. The response to each emotional script was scored between 0 and 1.5


point according to the participant’s justification (0 = social maladjusted or neutral


behaviour, non-justified or incoherent justification; 0.5 = social maladjusted or neutral


behaviour, coherent justification; 1 = social adjusted behaviour, non-justified or incoherent


justification; 1.5 = social adjusted behaviour, coherent justification). The maximal score


was 6 points in this task.


Both ToM ‘‘emotions’’ tasks were scored from a total of 12 points.


1.2.5. Temporal structuring test (NBTL, Anglade, Ravard, & Ravard, 1993)


It assessed the participants’ capacity to organize several pictures to develop a script. As


temporal structuring ability was involved in ToM-emotions tasks, it was interesting to verify if


this ability was acquired by all participants. This test was scored on a total of 13 points.


1.3. Procedure


All participants were tested at school and/or at home. Different tests were administered across


several sessions for each participant (during 20–40 min according to the participant’s attention).


Total administration time varied from participant to participant, but required 2–4 h. EDEI-R,


ECOSSE and NBTL were presented before the ToM-emotion tasks. The administration was led


by the examiner in a quiet and familiar room. In order to proceed to the scoring of ToM-emotion


tasks, these sessions were filmed. A synthetic report about the participants’ abilities was sent to


their parents and teachers.


2. Results


2.1. Cognitive, social understanding and linguistic characteristics


The participants’ characteristics of development are detailed in Table 1.


As shown in Table 1, the participants of the two groups presented no significant difference in


their VDA, their NVDA, their temporal structuring ability and also their social understanding


developmental age in spite of the higher CA in the ID group than in the TD group. On the other


hand, the ID group obtained lower scores in syntactical and semantic comprehension than the


TD group but the level obtained in each group was sufficient to allow participants to understand


ToM-emotion tasks.
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2.2. ToM-emotion tasks


Table 2 presents the participants’ mean and median scores in the two ToM-emotion tasks.


Analysis between groups showed no significant difference in the medians of the total of ToM


emotion, of ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task and of ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task.


Analysis within groups (paired tests) showed no significant difference between the median


‘‘causes of emotions’’ and the median ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ in the ID group (Sign


test = �1.6, ns) nor in TD group (Sign test = �1.9, ns).
As shown in Table 3, the between groups comparisons (Mann–Whitney test) of the


participants’ scores obtained for each emotion separately (joy, sadness, fear and anger) showed


no significant difference between the ID group and the TD group.


Furthermore, the within groups analyses (Friedman tests) showed no significant difference


between the scores of the four emotions in ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task neither in the ID group


(x2ð3Þ ¼ 5:6, ns) nor in the TD group (x
2
ð3Þ ¼ 4:2, ns). On the other hand, in ‘‘consequences of


emotions’’ task, significant differences were obtained between the four emotions both in the ID


group (x2ð3Þ ¼ 10:0, p < .05) and in the TD group (x
2
ð3Þ ¼ 12:5, p < .01). In the two groups, the


consequences of joy and sadness were better understood than the consequences of fear and anger.


In order to refine these results and to verify the impact of the participants’ justifications of their


responses (correct or false), we recoded the results of each emotional script in order to proceed to


other within groups analyses (chi-square tests). Firstly, we isolated the coherent justifications of


correct answers (score 1.5 recoded 1) and compared the frequency of this score with the


frequency of other scores (scores from 0 to 1, recoded 0). Secondly, we compared the frequency


of coherent justifications (scores 0.5 and 1.5, recoded 1) with the frequency of incoherent or


absence of justification (scores 0 and 1, recoded 0).
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Table 1


Cognitive, social understanding and linguistic participant’s characteristics in TD and ID groups


Independent variables TD ID Mann–Whitney


U value
n M (S.D.) Mdn n M (S.D.) Mdn


Verbal and non-verbal cognition


VDA (years) 45 4.7 (1.1) 4.4 41 4.8 (1.3) 4.5 914


NVDA (years) 45 4.5 (1.2) 4.3 42 4.6 (1.1) 4.3 904


Social understanding (years) 45 4.9 (1.4) 4.5 38 5.1 (2.0) 4.8 830


Temporal structuring (max. 13) 45 5.4 (4.2) 4.0 37 5.5 (4.1) 5.0 830


Linguistic comprehension (success %) 42 68.9 (14.3) 69.5 41 62.5 (15.9) 61.9 631.5*


Note: VDA: verbal developmental age (verbal cognition); NVDA: non-verbal developmental age (non-verbal cognition);


M: mean; S.D.: standard deviation; Mdn: median; U values were calculated on medians (non-parametric test). *p < .05.


Table 2


Between group analyses: means, medians in ToM-emotion tasks in TD and ID groups


Dependent variables TD (n = 45) ID (n = 42) Mann–Whitney


U value
M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn


Causes of emotions task 3.9 (1.5) 4 3.8 (1.5) 4 924.5


Consequences of emotions task 3.3 (1.8) 3.5 3.4 (1.8) 3.3 925.5


Total of ToM-emotion tasks 7.2 (3) 8 7.2 (3) 7.5 935.5


Note: M = mean, S.D. = standard deviation, Mdn = median, U values were calculated on medians (non-parametric test).








So, as shown in Table 4, in ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task, no significant difference appeared


between the frequency of the correct FEE with a coherent justification and the frequency of other


answers for any emotion, both in ID and in TD groups. On the other hand, a significant difference


was obtained between coherent and incoherent justifications (or absence of justification) for fear


and for sadness in ID group, and for all emotions in TD group.


In ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task, no significant difference appeared between the


frequency of the appropriate behaviour with coherent justification and the frequency of other


answers for all emotions (except for anger) in both groups. No significant difference was obtained


between the frequency of coherent of incoherent justifications (or absence of justification) for any


emotion, in both groups.


2.3. Links between cognitive, social understanding, linguistic characteristics and ToM-


emotion tasks


Table 5 shows the results of correlation analyses between the cognitive, linguistic, social


understanding characteristics and the ToM-emotion abilities in both groups. In TD group, all


correlations between cognitive variables and ToM-emotion tasks were highly significant


( p < .001) but the correlation between NVDA and ToM-emotion tasks (r = from .51 to .58) was
lower than the correlations between ToM-emotion tasks and other cognitive variables: (1) GDA


(r = from .60 to .69), (2) VDA (r = from .64 to .72) and (3) social understanding (r = from .60 to


.63). In ID group, correlations between cognitive variables and ToM-emotion tasks were also


highly significant ( p < .001) but correlations between ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task and cognitive
variables were lower than correlations between other ToM-emotion results and cognitive


variables. We also noted that the range of the correlation between social understanding and ToM-


emotion tasks was more extended in the ID group (from .48 to .67) than in the TD group. This


extended range of correlations between ToM-emotion tasks and social understanding was also


observed for GDA (t = from .61 to .77) and VDA (t = from .58 to .75) in ID group. Correlations


between all ToM-emotion tasks and linguistic comprehension were more significant in TD group


( p < .001) than in ID group ( p < .05) for ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task. Conversely, correlations
between temporal structuring ability and ToM-emotion tasks were more significant and stronger


in ID group (t = from .57 to .71, p < .001) than in TD group (r = from .44 to .50, p < .01).
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Table 3


Between group analyses: means, medians in ToM-emotion tasks by emotion


Dependent variables TD (n = 45) ID (n = 42) Mann–Whitney


U value
M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn


Causes of emotions task


Joy (max. 1.5) 1.09 (.57) 1.5 1.1 (.56) 1.5 915.5


Fear (max. 1.5) 1.00 (.57) 1.5 .87 (.57) .5 828.0


Sadness (max. 1.5) .89 (.61) 1.0 .89 (.59) 1.0 941.5


Anger (max. 1.5) .89 (.60) 1.0 .92 (.61) 1.0 928.0


Consequences of emotions task


Joy (max. 1.5) .93 (.64) 1.0 1.00 (.57) 1.0 920.0


Fear (max. 1.5) .81 (.65) .5 .69 (.68) .5 837.5


Sadness (max. 1.5) .97 (.65) 1.5 .95 (.66) 1.5 933.0


Anger (max. 1.5) .57 (.68) .0 .71 (.66) .8 838.0


Note: M = mean; S.D. = standard deviation; Mdn = median; U values were calculated on medians (non-parametric test).








Multiple regressions were applied in order to verify in which measure VDA and NVDA,


linguistic characteristics and temporal structuring ability could predict the variance of the ToM-


emotion abilities (total, causes and consequences) reached by the participants in the two groups.


A first regression analysis was performed (with four independent variables entered in the model:


temporal structuring test, linguistic comprehension, VDA and NVDA). Results are presented in


Table 6.


The VDA explained the variance of the three dependent variables, in TD and ID groups. Only


in the ID group, the temporal structuring ability explained a small aspect of the variance of the


‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task and of the total of ToM emotion. A second regression analysis


was performed in order to examine which scale of verbal cognition could predict the variance of


ToM-emotion abilities (total, causes and consequences) reached by the participants in the two


groups. In ID group, the social understanding (our indirect measure of social adjustment)


explained the variance of the total of ToM emotion and of the ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task;


the temporal structuring ability explained the variance of the ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task in this


group. In the TD group, developmental age in knowledge explained the variance of ToM emotion


and of the ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task while developmental age in conceptualization


explained the variance of the ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task.


Finally, as shown in Table 7, each group (TD and ID) was divided according to the medians of


three independent variables.
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Table 4


Within group analyses: comparison of the frequency (chi-square values) of the participants’ justifications (recoded scores)


in ToM-emotion tasks by emotion


Dependent variables TD (n = 45) ID (n = 42)


x2ð3Þ x
2
ð3Þ


Causes of emotions task


Frequency of coherent justification of correct answer


Joy 1.09 1.52


Fear .2 1.52


Sadness .56 .86


Anger .56 .38


Frequency of coherent justifications


Joy 5* 1.52


Fear 21.36*** 13.71***


Sadness 8.02** 9.52**


Anger 11.76** 3.43


Consequences of emotions task


Frequency of coherent justification of correct answer


Joy .02 .38


Fear 1.09 3.43


Sadness .2 .09


Anger 6.42* 4.67*


Frequency of coherent justifications


Joy 1.09 .09


Fear 3.76 .09


Sadness 1.8 .86


Anger 1.09 .86


Note: *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.








First, the median of developmental age in the social understanding scale (4.6 years old in ID


group, 4.5 years old in TD group) divided each group (ID and TD) into two subgroups: the


participants with ‘‘low’’ or ‘‘high’’ level in social understanding. Within groups analyses showed


that the participants with higher social understanding had higher results in ToM-emotion tasks


(causes, consequences and total of ToM emotion) than the participants with lower social


understanding, both in the ID group and in the TD group.


Second, the median of GDA (4.3 years old in ID group, 4.3 years old in TD group) divided


each group (ID and TD) into two subgroups: the participants with ‘‘low’’ or ‘‘high’’ GDA. Within


groups analyses showed that the participants with higher GDA had higher results in ToM-


emotion abilities (causes, consequences and total of two tasks) than participants with lower GDA,


both in ID group and in TD group.


Third, the median of CA age (10.7 years old in ID group, 4.3 years old in TD group) divided


each group (ID and TD) into two subgroups: the participants with ‘‘low’’ or ‘‘high’’ CA. In TD


group, the significant difference between older and younger participants was predictable for


ToM-emotion abilities (causes, consequences and total of two tasks). On the other hand, no


significant difference was observed between older and younger participants in ID group for ToM-


emotion abilities (causes, consequences and total of two tasks). Although no difference appeared


between medians of these two subgroups, we noted that older ID participants obtained lower


results (mean) in ToM-emotions tasks than younger ID participants.


3. Discussion


When considering the first question ‘‘how do ID children and adolescents (matched with TD


children on their GDA) understand causes and consequences of emotions?’’, we observed similar
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Table 5


Correlations between cognition (global, verbal and non-verbal developmental age), linguistic comprehension, temporal


structuring and ToM-emotion abilities in TD and ID groups


Causes of emotions Consequences of emotions Total of ToM-emotion tasks


TD
a


(n = 45)


Cognition


GDA .63*** .60*** .69***


VDA .66*** .64*** .72***


NVDA .53*** .51*** .58***


Social understanding .60*** .60*** .63***


Linguistic comprehension .63*** .66*** .74***


Temporal structuring .45** .44** .50**


ID
b


(n = 42)


Cognition


GDA .61*** .74*** .77***


VDA .58*** .71*** .75***


NVDA .56*** .59*** .66***


Social understanding .48** .67*** .67***


Linguistic comprehension .51* .66*** .68***


Temporal structuring .57*** .69*** .71***


Note: GDA: global developmental age; VDA: verbal developmental age; NVDA: non-verbal developmental age.*p < .05;


**p < .01; ***p < .001.
a


Bivariate correlation for TD group (r Pearson).
b


Partial correlations controlling for chronological age for ID group (t Kendall).
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Table 6


Summary of multiple regression analyses on predictor abilities to understand the causes and the consequences of emotions and total ToM-emotion tasks in TD and ID groups


Dependent variables Causes of emotions task Consequences of emotions task Total of ToM-emotion tasks


B S.D./B BETA R2adj: F B S.D./B BETA R
2
adj:


F B S.D./B BETA R2adj: F


TD (n = 45)


Predictors
a


VDA .85 .15 .68 .45 33.9*** .99 .18 .66 .43 31.5*** 1.83 .25 .76 .57 55.5***


Predictors
b


Knowledge .95 .23 .65 .40 17.6*** 1.28 .30 .66 .41 18.3***


Conceptualization .36 .13 .50 .22 7.9**


ID (n = 42)


Predictors
a


VDA .67 .14 .63 .37 22.4*** .66 .19 .49 .51 38.8*** 1.14 .27 .52 .57 48.8***


Temporal structuring .18 .06 .38 .08 27.2*** .28 .09 .39 .08 35.1***


Predictors
b


Social understanding .63 .13 .74 .52 23.8*** .83 .20 .68 .44 17.5***


Temporal structuring .12 .06 .43 .14 4.5*


Note: B: regression coefficient; S.D./B: standard deviation of B; BETA: standardized regression coefficient; R2adj:: multiple regression coefficient (percentage of explained


variance). *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a


Four variables entered = VDA, NVDA, linguistic comprehension and temporal structuring ability.
b


Seven variables entered = developmental ages on five scales of verbal cognition in EDEI-R (developmental age in vocabulary A, vocabulary B, knowledge, social


understanding and conceptualization), linguistic comprehension and temporal structuring ability.
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Table 7


Within group analyses: comparison between subgroups on ToM-emotion abilities in TD and ID groups


TD with low SU


range SU [2.8–4.5]
a


TD with high SU


range SU [4.6–8.5]


Mann–Whitney


U value


ID with low SU


range SU [2.8–4.6]


ID with high SU


range SU [4.6–9]


Mann–Whitney


U value


M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn M Mdn M Mdn


Subgroups constituted on the median of the social understanding (SU)


Causes of emotions task 3.2 (1.5) 3.5 4.6 (1.1) 4.5 118** 3.5 (1.3) 3.5 4.7 (1.1) 5 86**


Consequences of emotions task 2.5 (1.8) 2 4.2 (1.3) 4.5 115.5** 2.6 (1.6) 2.5 4.4 (1.6) 5 76.5**


Total ToM emotions 5.7 (2.9) 5 8.8 (2.1) 9 101** 6 (2.6) 7 9.1 (2) 9 66.5**


TD with low GDA


range GDA [3–4.3]


TD with high GDA


range GDA [4.3–8.1]


Mann–Whitney


U value


ID with low GDA


range GDA [3.3–4.3]


ID with high GDA


range GDA [4.3–7.8]


Mann–Whitney


U value


M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn M Mdn M Mdn


Subgroups constituted on the median of the GDA


Causes of emotions task 3 (1.4) 3.3 4.7 (1.1) 5 70.5*** 2.9 (1.4) 3 4.7 (1.2) 5 83***


Consequences of emotions task 2.1 (1.3) 2 4.5 (1.4) 4.5 96.5*** 2.4 (1.5) 2.5 4.3 (1.7) 4.5 55***


Total ToM emotions 5.1 (2.3) 4.5 9.2 (2) 9.5 64.5*** 5.4 (2.5) 5.5 9 (2.2) 8.5 48.5***


Younger TD range


CA [2.9–4.3]


Older TD range


CA [4.3–5.4]


Mann–Whitney


U value


Younger ID range


CA [6.4–10.6]


Older ID range CA


[10.9–19.5]


Mann–Whitney


U value


M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn M (S.D.) Mdn


Subgroups constituted on the median of CA


Causes of emotions task 3.2 (1.5) 3.5 4.8 (.9) 5 97.5*** 4 (1.3) 4 3.6 (1.8) 4 193.5


Consequences of emotions task 2.2 (1.4) 2 4.8 (1.1) 5 43.5*** 3.6 (1.8) 3.5 3.1 (1.9) 3 184


Total ToM emotions 5.4 (2.5) 4.8 9.6 (1.5) 9.5 44.5*** 7.6 (2.8) 7.5 6.7 (3.1) 7.5 182


Note: M: mean; S.D.: standard deviation; Mdn: median; U values were calculated on medians (non-parametric test). **p < .01; ***p < .001.
a


Range expressed in years.








abilities in ToM-emotion tasks in both groups. The ‘‘delay hypothesis’’ (Zigler, 1969 in Nader-


Grosbois, 2006) is confirmed regarding the ToM-emotion abilities in ID children and


adolescents. About the abilities in ToM-emotion tasks (causes and consequences of emotions) of


each group, we did not observe any difference in TD group or in ID group. The preschoolers


tested by Quintal (2001) presented a better understanding of the causes of emotions than of their


consequences. The author justified this developmental sequence according to the bigger


difficulty to understand behaviour than FEE. We think that the understanding of the emotional


script (eliciting situation) is as difficult in the ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task than in the


‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task, even if the process of answering is different in the two tasks


(choice of FEE in ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task, choice of social behaviour by means of a third


picture to complete the script in ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task). A longitudinal study should


enable more precise comparison of the developmental sequence of the understanding of causes


and consequences of emotions between the two groups.


Our within group comparisons of the understanding of causes of the four emotions (joy,


sadness, anger and fear) emphasized a developmental synchrony in the ToM ‘‘causes of


emotions’’ process. This synchrony is similar in both groups. Our within group comparison of the


understanding of consequences of the four emotions showed an asynchrony between emotions. It


was easier for the participants to understand the consequences of joy and sadness than of fear and


anger. This developmental gap or asynchrony is similar in both groups. Our results contrast with


those reported by Quintal (2001). He discovered that the causes of joy and sadness were easier to


understand than those of fear and anger. He also observed a better understanding of the


consequences of anger than of the other emotions.


Moreover, when taking into account the justifications, we are led to refine the understanding


of causes and of consequences of emotions. In the ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task, TD children


coherently justified their answers (correct or false) more frequently than ID children. In ID


group, children and adolescents gave justification of their answers for scripts of fear and


sadness more often. In these scripts, the correct identification of the causes of emotions requires


answers that are easier to formulate (verbal justifications of correct answer are less


syntactically difficult than justifications of correct answers in other emotional scripts). For


example, regarding the question about the cause of sadness, participants are allowed to answer


‘‘rain’’ and for the question about fear, ‘‘dog’’ is acceptable. When taking into account the


justifications in ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task, we are led to discuss the Baron-Cohen’s


methodology (1991): this author asked to justify the emotion judgement in ‘‘Situation test’’


(similar to ‘‘causes of emotions’’ task). Intermediate scores did not reflect a coherent


justification of a false answer. So for the situation ‘‘Mary loses her mother. She can’t see her


anywhere. How will she feel?’’ Baron-Cohen considered as the only correct response ‘‘Mary


would feel sad’’. We think that the answer ‘‘fear’’ would also be justified; this possibility was


not considered by the author.


Considering our second question ‘‘what are the links between social understanding and ToM


emotion abilities?’’ several results may be discussed. The mean developmental age in social


understanding – around 5 years – was similar in both groups – and this developmental age is


considered a crucial transition in ToM development (Flavell, Miller, & Miller, 1993). In reference


to the correlation analyses, when the ID and TD participants’ social understanding increases, the


ability to understand the causes and consequences of emotions improves, so participants display a


better development of ToM emotions. Specifically for the ID group, regression analyses showed


that the level of social understanding could explain more than half of the variance of


understanding of ‘‘consequences of emotions’’. The ability to explain (verbally) their
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understanding of social rules or to solve social problems
1


should help in the choice of a socially


adjusted behaviour according to the emotional eliciting situation (and in the justifications of


answers) in the ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task. Is a child (ID or TD) with a high level of social


understanding able to develop socially adjusted behaviour when he is involved in an emotional


situation? We observed that the two subgroups with different levels of social understanding (low


and high) presented related levels in ToM-emotion abilities.


Considering our question about the impact of developmental characteristics on ToM-emotion


abilities, regression analyses emphasized similarities and differences between the two groups.


The level of linguistic comprehension did not explain the variance of ToM-emotion abilities as


opposed to the results in the study of Pons et al. (2003) in which the TROG (Bishop, 1983)


assessed the language abilities. However, the nine ToM-emotion tasks used by these authors


evaluated more complex ToM-emotion abilities than the tasks used in the present study. We have


noted that linguistic comprehension is correlated with ToM-emotion abilities in both groups,


confirming the relation between receptive language and the understanding of emotions found by


Pons et al. (2003). In both groups, the verbal cognition (verbal developmental age) explained the


best part of the variance of ToM-emotion abilities, giving participants the possibility to


understand causes and consequences of emotions. Amongst the components of verbal cognition


in EDEI-R, some seem to explain more of the variance of ToM-emotion abilities than others.


Some differences between the groups appeared in the explaining variables and emphasized the


existence of different underlying processes even if they lead to similar levels in ToM-emotion


abilities in both groups. In the TD group, the conceptualization abilities explained part of the


variance of understanding of ‘‘causes of emotions’’ whereas the knowledge abilities explained


part of the variance of understanding of ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ and overall ToM emotion.


In the ID group, the temporal structuring ability appeared to explain the variance of


understanding of ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ when verbal, non-verbal cognition, linguistic


comprehension and temporal structuring ability were introduced into the regression model. On


the other hand, temporal structuring ability was the only predictor of a small part of the variance


of understanding ‘‘causes of emotions’’ in the second regression model. The ability to organize


several pictures to develop a script is particularly implicated in ToM-emotion tasks.


Furthermore, the temporal structuring test requires short-term memory that is supported by


verbal abilities. Why does the temporal structuring ability explain variance of ToM emotion in


the ID group but not in the TD group? Is this temporal structuring – involved in ToM-emotion


tasks – also involved in syntactic abilities (specific difficulty in ID group)? In ID children,


Rondal (1985) underlined the linguistic delay in several domains, notably in syntactic


development and in verbal comprehension. The use of subordinate propositions, negative


sentences, past and future tenses are especially difficult for these children. Beyond these


linguistic deficits in ID group, we observed a specific difficulty in the comprehension of the


‘‘anger’’ script in the ‘‘consequences of emotions’’ task, not only in the ID group but also


amongst TD participants. In this script, we thus observed that socially adjusted behaviour (with


coherent justification) is less frequently chosen than other answers (neutral and maladjusted


behaviour). What does this particular result explain in both groups? The syntactic complexity of


socially adjusted behaviour ‘‘Mary/Marc takes a pencil of her/his friend because her/his friend


had taken her/his pencil’’ may explain the less frequent choice of this solution. Finally, we note
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1
Examples of items in social understanding scale (EDEI-R): ‘‘What must you do before crossing the road?’’ and


‘‘What do you do when you see a baby approach of fire?’’.








that even if the non-verbal cognition (non-verbal developmental age) was correlated with ToM-


emotion tasks in both groups in regression analyses, it did not predict the variance of ToM


emotion in any group.


About the impact of CA (life span) on ToM-emotion abilities, we had another question: does


a person with longer life span develop more socially adjusted behaviour in socio-emotional


situations? In the ID group, the absence of difference between the two subgroups (low CA and


high CA) shows a stagnation in the development of ToM emotions and also supports the delay


hypothesis presented in the beginning of the discussion, as reported by Adams et al. (1991) and


by Garitte (2003). These authors matched ID and TD participants based upon their CA and


GDA in order to study distinct impacts of life span or cognitive development in the ID group.


We suggest that the intellectual disability is likely to affect life span, including the socio-


affective feelings in interactive situations. The ID partners may react differently to one another.


Adults usually use language to explain social rules, social conventions. Individuals also learn


these social rules and conventions by means of imitation of adults’ or older children’s


behaviour. Yet, language and imitation constitute weaknesses in ID population (Nader-


Grosbois, 2006). Ruiz-Rodriguez (2004) puts an accent, with parents and teachers of ID


persons, on the importance of learning and training of social rules in order to develop socially


adjusted behaviour.


As regards to the ToM-emotion abilities in ID group, we question the ability of ID


participants to transpose their abilities into real social situations. Our questioning refers to the


concept of ‘‘oligophrenic inertia’’ (Not, 1990) which is characterized by an absence of


coordination between speech and acts in ID individuals. We think that a structured situation


(such as testing) may make one feel secure, perhaps more so than a real emotional situation. Do


ID participants transpose their abilities in understanding of emotions demonstrated during a


testing to real social interactions? The ‘‘cognitive under-functioning’’ in ID participants


(Orsini-Bouichou, 1982; Paour, 1988) implies some difficulties in mobilizing their cognitive


processes. Do these specific difficulties apply to the understanding of emotions (ToM abilities)?


We should not forget that the quantitative results do not erase the variability between


participants both in TD and ID groups. Pons et al. (2003) underlined the importance of


individual differences in emotion understanding from young TD children (3–4 years old) to


older ones (10–11 years old). In the ID group, the presence of various aetiologies of intellectual


disability explains – in part – the variability between participants. The small number of


participants presenting the same syndrome in our ID group did not allow an analysis of our


results based on aetiologies of intellectual disability. Some behavioural phenotypes are though


associated with specific aetiologies of intellectual disability (Abbeduto & Murphy, 2004;


Barisnikov et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2005; Wishart et al., 2007).


Finally, we note that some ID children and adolescents present oppositional attitudes


disturbing the testing and evaluation of their best level of development (Tourrette, 2006). Case


studies emphasize individual specificities in development of ToM emotions among ID


participants with specific syndromes (matched with TD children): Down syndrome (Thirion-


Marissiaux & Nader-Grosbois, 2006) and fragile X syndrome (Thirion-Marissiaux & Nader-


Grosbois, in press).


4. Conclusion


We are not in favour of a cause–effect relationship between social understanding and ToM-


emotion abilities. We propose an interaction model in which these abilities develop together;
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social understanding affects ToM-emotions abilities and vice-versa. The underlying impact of


social understanding on ToM-emotion abilities emphasizes the interest of psycho-educative


intervention bound for ID children and adolescents. Some programs exist to develop the


understanding of self and others’ emotions in atypical populations (Bellefleur & Messier,


2003; Pfefferlé, 2006; Ruiz-Rodriguez, 2004). However, the impact of these educational


programs has not been evaluated. Beyond the existence of programs for groups, an educative


mission for each parent or teacher is to support and help to develop the most efficient


strategies in cognition (Barisnikov et al., 2002), social adjustment (i.e. learning adjusted) and


social behaviours (Ruiz-Rodriguez, 2004). Between these two developmental domains, the


goal is to support the understanding of the mental state ‘‘emotions’’. In the current study, the


testing of cognitive, linguistic, social understanding characteristics and understanding of


emotions (causes and consequences) offers parents and teachers of participants a synthesis of


qualitative individual results. This synthesis should be useful for the psycho-educative


intervention (Mellier & Courbois, 2005). Finally, we note that the level of instruction of TD


participants’ mothers is higher than ID children’s mothers. This fact probably enhances their


scaffolding and their support in daily life situations soliciting their child’s social cognition in


family context. In future research, it would be interesting to study the impact of the instruction


level in relation to conversational practices about emotions (Le Sourn-Bissaoui & Deleau,


2001).
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